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Misreading Scripture with Western Eyes
2012-07-31

over 100 000 copies sold worldwide ecpa bronze sales award bookwi se s favorite
books of the year what was clear to the original readers of scripture is not always clear
to us because of the cultural distance between the biblical world and our
contemporary setting we often bring modern western biases to the text for example
when western readers hear paul exhorting women to dress modestly we automatically
think in terms of sexual modesty but most women in that culture would never wear
racy clothing the context suggests that paul is likely more concerned about economic
modesty that christian women not flaunt their wealth through expensive clothes
braided hair and gold jewelry some readers might assume that moses married below
himself because his wife was a dark skinned cushite actually hebrews were the slave
race not the cushites who were highly respected aaron and miriam probably thought
moses was being presumptuous by marrying above himself western individualism
leads us to assume that mary and joseph traveled alone to bethlehem what went
without saying was that they were likely accompanied by a large entourage of
extended family biblical scholars brandon o brien and randy richards shed light on the
ways that western readers often misunderstand the cultural dynamics of the bible they
identify nine key areas where modern westerners have significantly different
assumptions about what might be going on in a text drawing on their own
crosscultural experience in global mission o brien and richards show how better self
awareness and understanding of cultural differences in language time and social
mores allow us to see the bible in fresh and unexpected ways getting beyond our own
cultural assumptions is increasingly important for being christians in our
interconnected and globalized world learn to read scripture as a member of the global
body of christ

Misreading Scripture with Individualist Eyes
2020-10-13

the bible was written within collectivist cultures when westerners immersed in
individualism read the bible it s easy to misinterpret important elements or miss them
altogether in any culture the most important things usually go without being said so to
read scripture well we benefit when we uncover the unspoken social structures and
values of its world we need to recalibrate our vision combining the expertise of a
biblical scholar and a missionary practitioner misreading scripture with individualist
eyes is an essential guidebook to the cultural background of the bible and how it
should inform our reading e randolph richards and richard james explore deep social
structures of the ancient mediterranean kinship patronage and brokerage along with
their key social tools honor shame and boundaries that the biblical authors lived in and
lie below the surface of each text from abraham sarah and hagar to peter s
instructions to elders the authors strip away individualist assumptions and bring the
world of the biblical writers to life expanding on the popular misreading scripture with
western eyes this book makes clear how understanding collectivism will help us better
understand the bible which in turn will help us live more faithfully in an increasingly
globalized world

Strange Scriptures That Perplex the Western Mind
1943-04-30

with fascinating insights into biblical customs and conditions many of which exist
today in the middle east bowen clarifies over 100 scriptural texts and phrases that
often puzzle western readers unfamiliar with the culture of bible times
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A Western Jesus
2007

the transcendent christ found in the bible is rediscovered and plugged back into the
wayward truth hungry over americanized world in a western jesus

Strange Scriptures that Perplex the Western Mind
1960

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright
on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to
ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an
easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Strange Scriptures That Perplex the Western Mind
2021-09-09

the scripture of western ascension is a central text of medieval taoist mysticism
written by an unknown author in the fifth century a d it closely resembles the tao te
ching in structure and contents edited and commented on several times until the
twelfth century the text played an important role in taoist religious thought kohn
presents the first western introduction to this aspect of traditional chinese religion and
culture through her careful textual study and fully annotated translation of the
scripture of western ascension she delineates the history structure and contents of
what mystical thought meant within the taoist religion she also discusses the religious
background of the text and provides detailed analyses of the philosophical concepts of
the physical universe mind knowledge language and the way of the sage

Strange Scriptures that Perplex the Western Mind
1947

this small book contains nothing new but brings together information on many
customs differing so widely from those of our part of the world that we hope it will help
sunday school teachers and young people to a little better understanding of some
parts of the book

Apollos; or, The way of God, a plea for the religion
of Scripture
1874

the refugee that has come to your church the pastor of the immigrant church in your
town and you yourself all come before the same bible even the same verse and walk
away with completely different understandings and applications in an increasingly
globalized and multicultural world how can we learn to see beyond our own cultural
influences understand those of others and learn from each other in order to better
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understand and apply the word of god how do we stay faithful to the text when our
contemporary cultural perspective is so different from the original author s this book
will enable you to understand the common pitfalls and dangers related to cross
cultural hermeneutics while also equipping you with principles and real life examples
for how to interpret scripture in such situations additionally given the fact that our
world is increasingly digitized and people are less and less likely to read we will
consider the issue of oral hermeneutics and how those who can t read or choose not to
read can interpret scripture faithfully

Apollos: or, the Way of God. A plea for the religion
of Scripture
1873

john calvin lived in a divided world when past certainties were crumbling calvin
claimed that his thought was completely based upon scripture but he was mistaken at
several points in his thought and his ministry he set his own foundations upon tradition
his efforts to make sense of his culture and its religious life mirror issues that modern
western cultures face and that have contributed to our present situation in this book r
ward holder offers new insights into calvin s successes and failures and suggests
pathways for understanding some of the problems of contemporary western culture
such as the deep divergence about living in tradition the modern capacity to agree on
the foundations of thought and even the roots of our deep political polarization he
traces calvin s own critical engagement with the tradition that had formed him and
analyzes the inherent divisions in modern heritage that affect our ability to agree not
only religiously or politically but also about truth an epilogue comparing biblical
interpretation with constitutional interpretation is illustrative of contemporary issues
and demonstrates how historical understanding can offer solutions to tensions in
modern culture

Taoist Mystical Philosophy
1991

the academy of parish clergy s 2018 top five reference books for parish ministry
beauty and holiness are both highly significant subjects in the bible in this
comprehensive study of christian fine art david lyle jeffrey explores the relationship
between beauty and holiness as he integrates aesthetic perspectives from the ancient
hebrew scriptures through augustine aquinas and kant down to contemporary
philosophers of art from the walls of the roman catacombs to the paintings of marc
chagall visual art in the west has consistently drawn its most profound and generative
inspiration from biblical narrative and imagery jeffrey guides readers through this
artistic tradition from the second century to the twenty first astutely pointing out its
relationship not only to the biblical sources but also to related expressions in liturgy
and historical theology lavishly illustrated throughout with 146 masterworks
reproduced in full color in the beauty of holiness is ideally suited to students of
christian fine art to devotees of biblical studies and to general readers wanting to
better understand the story of christian art through the centuries

Strange Scriptures That Perplex the Western Mind
2013-12-12

evil presents a profound and eternal challenge to humanity why do we do what we
know to be wrong why does not an all good and omnipotent god step in and put an
end to evil the problem of evil looks at people s efforts to deal with evil starting with
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ancient israel and moving through the great figures of the western tradition to the
twenty first century

Interpreting Scripture across Cultures
2022-06-17

藩主の命によりローマ法王への親書を携えて 侍 は海を渡った 野心的な宣教師ベラスコを案内人に メキシコ スペインと苦難の旅は続き ローマでは お役目達成
のために受洗を迫られる 七年に及ぶ旅の果て キリシタン禁制 鎖国となった故国へもどった 侍 を待っていたものは 政治の渦に巻きこまれ 歴史の闇に消えていっ
た男の 生 を通して 人生と信仰の意味を問う

Beyond the Obvious
2004-03-18

has god said has god actually spoken declared himself and his purposes to us
historically the christian faith has affirmed god s redemptive revelatory speaking as
historical contentful redemptive centrally in jesus christ and under christ and by the
spirit in the text of holy scripture but in the past three centuries developments in
western culture have created a crisis in relation to historical divine authority the
modern reintroduction of destructive dualisms cosmological and epistemological via
descartes newton spinoza and kant have injured not only the physical sciences e g
positivism but christian theology as well the resulting eclipse of god has permeated
western culture in terms of the christian understanding of revelation it has meant the
separation of god from historical action the rejection of god s actual self declaration
and especially in textual form holy scripture after critical analysis of these dualistic
developments this book presents the problematic effects in both protestant
schleiermacher bultmann tillich and roman catholic rahner dulles theology the thought
and influence of karl barth on the nature of scripture is examined and distinguished
from most barthian approaches the effects of dualistic barthian thought on
contemporary evangelical views of scripture pinnock fackre bloesch are also critically
analyzed and responses made helm wolterstorff packer the final chapter is a
christocentric multileveled reformulation of the classical scripture principle via einstein
torrance and calvin that reaffirms the church s historical identity thesis that holy
scripture is the written word of god a crucial aspect of god s larger redemptive
revelatory purpose in christ

Calvin and the Christian Tradition
2022-06-09

in this major contribution to the study of the chinese classics and comparative religion
john henderson uses the history of exegesis to illuminate mental patterns that have
universal and perennial significance for intellectual history henderson relates the
confucian commentarial tradition to other primary exegetical traditions particularly the
homeric tradition vedanta rabbinic judaism ancient and medieval christian biblical
exegesis and qur anic exegesis in making such comparisons he discusses some basic
assumptions common to all these traditions such as that the classics or scriptures are
comprehensive or that they contain all significant knowledge or truth and analyzes the
strategies deployed to support these presuppositions as shown here primary
differences among commentarial or exegetical traditions arose from variations in their
emphasis on one or another of these assumptions and strategies henderson
demonstrates that exegetical modes of thought were far from arcane they dominated
the post classical premodern intellectual world some have persisted or re emerged in
modern times particularly in ideologies such as marxism written in an engaging and
accessible style scripture canon and commentary is not only a challenging
interpretation of comparative scriptural traditions but also an excellent introduction to
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the study of the confucian classics originally published in 1991 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously
out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

In the Beauty of Holiness
2017-10-24

the song of songs eight chapters of love lyrics found in the collection of wisdom
literature attributed to solomon is the most enigmatic book of the bible for thousands
of years jews and christians alike have preserved it in the canon of scripture and used
it in liturgy exegetes saw it as a central text for allegorical interpretations and so the
song of songs has exerted an enormous influence on spirituality and mysticism in the
western tradition in the voice of my beloved e ann matter focuses on the most fertile
moment of song of songs interpretation the middle ages at least eighty latin
commentaries on the text survive from the period in tracing the evolution of these
commentaries matter reveals them to be a vehicle for expressing changing medieval
ideas about the church the relationship between body and soul and human and divine
love she shows that the commentaries constitute a well defined genre of medieval
latin literature and in discussing the exegesis of the song of songs she takes into
account the modern exegesis of the book and feminist critiques of the theology
embodied in the text

Patterns of the Western Mind
1998-04

with over 100 million copies in print the book of mormon has spawned a vast religious
movement but it remains little discussed outside mormon circles now terry l givens
offers a full length treatment of this influential work illuminating the varied meanings
and tempestuous impact of this uniquely american scripture givens examines the text
s role as a divine testament of the last days and as a sacred sign of joseph smith s
status as a modern day prophet he assesses its claim to be a history of the pre
columbian peopling of the western hemisphere and later explores how the book has
been defined as a cultural product the imaginative ravings of a rustic religion maker
givens further investigates its status as a new american bible or fifth gospel one that
displaces supports or in some views perverts the canonical word of god finally givens
highlights the book s role as the engine behind what may become the next world
religion the most wide ranging study on the subject outside mormon presses by the
hand of mormon will fascinate anyone curious about a religious people who despite
their numbers remain strangers in our midst

The Problem of Evil in the Western Tradition
2002

in your daughters shall prophesy todd korpi charts the course for what it means to
come alongside female pastors and leaders in order to move beyond being a passive
supporter to being a passionate advocate for christian women drawing from theology
leadership studies practical experience and the testimonies of women in ministry korpi
addresses some of the most pressing issues in egalitarian churches and organizations
today he answers pressing issues such as whether men really are the spiritual head of
the home how our best intentions to help can actually harm women in ministry how
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christians need a better script for lust power and sexuality

侍
1986-06-25

the question of evil presents a profound challenge to humanity why do we do what we
know to be wrong this is especially a challenge to religious believers why doesn t an all
good and omnipotent god step in and put an end to evil the problem of evil in the
western tradition examines how western thinkers have dealt with the problem of evil
starting in ancient israel and tracing the question through post biblical judaism early
christianity especially in africa the middle ages the renaissance the reformation the
enlightenment and to the twenty first century when science has raised new and
important issues joseph kelly covers the book of job the book of revelation augustine
of hippo aquinas luther marlow milton voltaire hume mary shelley darwin jung flannery
o connor karl rahner teilhard de chardin and modern geneticists chapters are some
perspectives on evil israel and evil the new adam out of africa the broken cosmos the
middle ages decline and reform of humanism the devil s last stand rationalizing evil
the attack on christianity dissident voices human evil in the nineteenth century
science evil and original sin modern literary approaches to evil some scientific theories
of evil and modern religious approaches to evil joseph f kelly ph d is professor of
religious studies at john carroll university in cleveland ohio he is the author of the
world of the early christians published by the liturgical press

Has God Said?
2006-03-01

how can biblical authority be a reality for those shaped by the modern world this book
treats the first world as a mission field offering a unique perspective on the
relationship between the gospel and current society by presenting an outsider s view
of contemporary western culture

Scripture, Canon and Commentary
2014-07-14

biblical texts have been used consistently in sermons throughout christian history
preachers have transformed the texts into an aural experience using them to
evangelize educate edify exhort or even terrify their audiences sermons have enabled
scripture to be communicated to people from a wide range of social backgrounds
delivering the word examines the power of preaching and its reception across two
millennia of homilies from st paul origen chrysostom augustine and hildegard of
bingen to jonathan edwards samuel taylor coleridge aimee semple mcpherson and
chris brain in its exploration of the impact of the sermon on the interpretation of
scripture delivering the word will be of interest to students of biblical and religious
studies

The Voice of My Beloved
2010-08-03

the following articles were selected by colleagues of new testament scholar vasile
mihoc from sibiu to honour his contributions to theological scholarship in romania
which places particular emphasis on the spiritual context of church life as a
prerequisite for exegesis
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By the Hand of Mormon
2002-03-14

live a conspicuously christian life the book of romans is widely regarded as one of the
most influential writings of all time the foundational document of paul s theology
romans shaped church history through men like augustine luther bunyan and wesley
leaders who were profoundly affected by its teachings it continues to change millions
of lives today exploring the beloved book of scripture that preaches life in christ
exhorts us in our present sufferings and promises we are more than conquerors this
studyguide will help you understand what you can do to live a distinctly christian life
16 studies for individuals or groups

Your Daughters Shall Prophesy
2023-03-29

the new american commentary is for the minister or bible student who wants to
understand and expound the scriptures notable features include commentary based
on the new international version the niv text printed in the body of the commentary
sound scholarly methodology that reflects capable research in the original languages
interpretation that emphasizes the theological unity of each book and of scripture as a
whole readable and applicable exposition

The Problem of Evil in the Western Tradition
2015-03-06

what has christianity ever done for the world the answer is both profound and
inexhaustible discover how christianity became the most important factor in the
creation of the modern world by shaping our values beliefs and civilisation find how
leading scientists explorers adventurers and freedom fighters were inspired by their
christian faith and learn how they changed life on planet earth take a journey with the
author to over thirty five nations as he establishes from personal observations how
slaves were freed human rights were fought for and how liberty spread globally as the
message of the christian gospel sounded forth learn how empires and superpowers
were transformed by christianity how missionaries kept them accountable abroad and
how non conformist believers transformed them from within 2020 edition

Foolishness to the Greeks
1988-06-01

robert van voorst s anthology of world scriptures now in its fifth edition is the most
widely adopted anthology in comparative world religions courses now for the first time
wadsworth is proud to present van voorst s anthology of world scriptures western
religions this new volume contains not only all of the scriptural selections from the
previous anthology but also newer textual material for each religion that brings
scripture study closer to our own time included in this concise affordable reader is
coverage of zoroastrianism judaism christianity islam and four new religious
movements baha i the church of jesus christ of latter day saints christian science and
the unification church van voorst s characteristic clarity and pedagogical vision make
for a student friendly and scholarly dependable guide to the history doctrines ethical
systems structures and rituals of these major western religions
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Delivering the Word
2014-09-11

no one book or even all books together can tell fully the greatness of jesus christ
although that is true we can point to the things that god has revealed in his word he is
far greater than our greatest imaginations he is fully god but also fully man he not only
created the universe but he also holds it all together he is both the sacrifice for our
sins and our great high priest he is ever the pioneer leading the way do we look for a
love beyond full human comprehension there is no one like jesus in his love do we look
for a power that can not only change us but also change society there is no one like
jesus in what he can do do we look for one who knows the future and will lead us into
the future jesus is the only one who can do that jesus surpasses the greatest human
beings in his character traits he excels in all his ministries he is unique from whatever
perspective we look at him here is a person who will never disappoint and will never
bore us he is new ev

Scripture's Interpretation is More Than Making
Science
2020

spiritual reading explores how god the bible and the practices of reading are all
connected angela lou harvey investigates how the spiritual reading of the bible takes
place in our modern literate western culture in this context a spiritual reading of the
bible is one that aims to know and love god through individual bible reading spiritual
reading discusses what it means to read the bible well and looks at the role of the
church as giving us guidance for reading it in this way harvey considers these ideas vis
a vis historically orientated biblical scholarship as well as reading the bible as a classic
work of western literature with reference to the use of literature through a christian
framework in the works of c s lewis and alan jacobs harvey analyses the significance
the bible has had in shaping other literary works drawing upon insights of theologians
such as karl barth henri de lubac and ellen f davis spiritual reading suggests that a
renewed understanding of faith is needed for the spiritual reading of scripture spiritual
reading is for the reader who wishes to gain a deeper understanding on how scripture
can better connect an individual to god

Romans
2001-11-20

in the history of the western world the bible has been a perpetual source of inspiration
and guidance for countless christians however this bible has also left a trail of pain it is
undeniable that the bible is not always used for good sometimes the bible can seem
overtly evil sometimes its texts are terrible bishop john shelby spong boldly
approaches those texts that have been used through history to justify the denigration
or persecution of others while carrying with them the implied and imposed authority of
the claim that they were the word of god as he exposes and challenges what he calls
the terrible texts of the bible laying bare the evil done by these texts in the name of
god he also seeks to redeem these texts hoping to recover their ultimate depth and
purpose spong looks specifically at texts used to justify homophobia anti semitism
treating women as second class humans corporal punishment and environmental
degradation but he also delivers a new picture of how christians can use the bible
today as spong battles against the way the bible has been used throughout history he
provides a new framework introducing people to a proper way to engage this holy
book of the judeo christian tradition
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1, 2 Peter, Jude
2003-09-01

livia kohn presents the first western introduction to this aspect of traditional chinese
religious and culture through her careful textual study and fully annotated translation
of the scripture of western ascension she delineates the history structure and contents
of what mystical thought meant within the daoist religion she also discusses the
religious background of the text and provides detailed analyses of philosophical
concepts in chapters called the physical universe mind knowledge language and the
way of the sage

How Christianity Made the Modern World, How The
Bible Inspired Liberty
2018-01-24

thomas c oden surveys the decisive role of african christians and theologians in
shaping the doctrines and practices of the church of the first five centuries and makes
an impassioned plea for the rediscovery of that heritage christians throughout the
world will benefit from this reclaiming of an important heritage

Anthology of World Scriptures
2007

how can christians live faithfully at the crossroads of the story of scripture and
postmodern culture in living at the crossroads authors michael goheen and craig
bartholomew explore this question as they provide a general introduction to christian
worldview ideal for both students and lay readers living at the crossroads lays out a
brief summary of the biblical story and the most fundamental beliefs of scripture the
book tells the story of western culture from the classical period to postmodernity the
authors then provide an analysis of how christians live in the tension that exists at the
intersection of the biblical and cultural stories exploring the important implications in
key areas of life such as education scholarship economics politics and church

There's No One Like Jesus
2014-11-21

the culture of the eastern church to many is alien yet there are recognizable family
resemblances this book aims to start to get to know one another again from a
reformed protestant perspective

Spiritual Reading
2016-11-24

china s 5000 years of history parallels that of the bible and western civilization in this
volume the wisdom of both traditions is compared and considered whether one is from
china and curious about scripture s impact on western civilization or one is a westerner
curious about china both will be enriched after reading this book

The Sins of Scripture
2009-10-13
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Daoist Mystical Philosophy
2007

How Africa Shaped the Christian Mind
2007-12-26

Living at the Crossroads
2008-11-01

Through Western Eyes
2010-09-20

Taoist Mystical Philosophy
2010-12

Scripture in Chinese Chengyu
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